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there are also several powercat-only builders like Aquila, ILIAD and 
Silent-Yachts, which all have production facilities in China and a 
focus on Asia.

With many of these catamaran builders developing increasingly 
large motor yachts, powercats have been making headlines since our last 
multihull issue, so we’ve split our cover story between power and sail. 

We also have reviews of the 80 Sunreef Power, the red-hulled 
Lagoon Sixty 7 and a Singapore-based Leopard 53 PC, a model that 
only premiered in February. Sanlorenzo’s mighty flagship 64Steel 
Attila, the new Custom Line 106’ and an MCY 86 customised for Asia 
are also profiled.

Swan owner Leonardo Ferragamo talks about the Finnish builder’s 
growing one-design classes and new maxi era, and we take a look at 
the Prestige facilities in France and Asia’s own CL Yachts, as both 
motor yacht builders develop pioneering new flagships that break away 
from the tried and tested.

In recent months, many of us have been forced to step back, stay 
in and spend more time than usual reflecting on what’s important 
and how we can do better. Among the few positives of the Covid-19 
pandemic is that pollution levels in many areas have improved.

So, as we think about what we’d like to do once we’re finally 
allowed out and it’s safe to catch up with friends, travel and get 
out on the water, the concept of responsible boating feels right. Yet 
sustainability and responsibility in any industry encompasses much 
more than just the product, as explained in this issue’s Column on the 
Water Revolution Foundation’s ‘Sustainability in Practice’ course. 

After all, if a multi-millionaire world champion can step away 
from the glamour and riches of F1 to focus on sustainability and green 
technologies, maybe it’s time we all dialled in on eco innovation. 

When I joined a Zoom conference for Sunreef’s new 
Eco range of catamarans, I wasn’t expecting a 
recent Formula 1 world champion to be steering the 
discussions. But that’s what happened when Nico 

Rosberg appeared as a surprise guest, firing off questions to Sunreef 
President Francis Lapp and his son Nicolas, the Polish builder’s 
Research and Development Director.

Rosberg has become a renowned sustainability entrepreneur since 
retiring from F1 just days after winning the 2016 world title, when he 
was just 31 years old.

As well as becoming a shareholder in the all-electric Formula E 
series, he has invested in green technologies and numerous start-ups, 
co-owns e-mobility engineering company TRE and is a founder of the 
Greentech Festival in Berlin that attracted almost 40,000 visitors to its 
first edition last year.

“It’s really a passion of mine to push forward eco innovation and 
it’s a passion I share with Francis, along with Formula 1,” smiled 
Rosberg, who was born in Germany, raised in Monaco, speaks five 
languages, and was calling in from his home in Spain.

Lapp, a keen rally car driver whose company sponsored this year’s 
Africa Eco Race, says the Eco series of solar-powered models is his 
quest for “responsible boating”. When he founded Sunreef in 2002, 
he chose to build catamarans because “they were the eco-responsible 
choice at the time”.

Solar-powered yachts may seem cutting edge now, but Austrian-
owned Silent-Yachts has already sold at least six units of its Silent 80 
powercat before completing hull one, so it appears there’s a market for 
both solar power and large catamarans.

As such, our second annual ‘Multihull Issue’ seems to have come 
at a good time and we’re delighted to throw the spotlight on these twin-
hulled cruisers, whose appeal goes far beyond impressive economy.

Sailing catamarans still dominate the order books of the likes of 
Sunreef, Lagoon, Leopard, Fountaine Pajot and Bali (Catana), with 
powercats making up between 10-30 per cent of output. However, 

John Higginson,
Managing Editor, Yacht Style

CATAMARANS FIND THEIR CALLING

80 Sunreef Eco
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Sunreef Yachts has continued its success in the catamaran 
superyacht sector with the sale of the first 100 Sunreef Power 
(pictured above and below), which follows orders for 110ft and 
49m (161ft) powercats announced late last year.

Part of the Polish builder’s new power range, the new transatlantic 
powercat has a listed length of 93ft 11in (28.63m) and a beam of 44ft 3in 
(13.5m), with the dimensions creating nearly 500sqm of living space.

The motor yacht’s bespoke interiors include an immense main-
deck lounge, a forward fitness area and a large bar to starboard, all 
enjoying the main deck’s panoramic views.

Alfresco lounging spaces include the aft cockpit, foredeck and an 
enormous flybridge with a spa-pool. Both the flybridge and foredeck 
feature an almost full-beam row of sunpads.

The 100 Power will be fitted with twin 1,300hp engines, a 
hydraulic aft platform and a garage under the cockpit sofa that can 
store two large jetskis and a selection of water toys.

The Gdansk shipyard is due to launch the motor yacht in 2021, 
when it also expects to complete both the first 110 and 49M Sunreef 
Power models.

Having staged the world premiere of its 80 Sunreef Power at last 
year’s Cannes Yachting Festival, the yard is scheduled to hold the 
world premiere of its 60 powercat at Cannes this year and is also 
developing a 70. For more details, see this issue’s cover story on 
catamarans. 

www.sunreef-yachts.com

SUNREEF SELLS FIRST 100 POWER
Poland’s Sunreef Yachts adds 100 Sunreef Power to orders for 110 and 49M models, 

having launched its flagship 80 powercat at last year’s Cannes Yachting Festival. 

YACHTS Sunreef
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Catamarans NEWSSimpson Marine

Commissioned by a Chinese client, Double Happiness is one 
of the most recent Sunreef 80 sailing catamarans to leave the 
Polish shipyard. It’s the first catamaran for her owner, who has 
previously owned a sailing monohull and plans to cruise Double 

Happiness in the Mediterranean and the Caribbean before the 80-footer 
eventually resides in Shenzhen.

Double Happiness was sold by Sunreef’s exclusive broker in China, 
Speedo Marine, which is headquartered in Shenzhen and has offices up and 
down the coast, from Hainan Island in the south to Dalian in the north. 

Francis Lapp, CEO of Sunreef, said: “The Chinese market has 
outstanding potential when it comes to luxury goods in general. The 
increasing popularity of yachting among Chinese customers is a trend 
that we observe with enthusiasm. We are happy to have James Li and 
Speedo Marine on board while we explore the possibilities of this important 
market.”

First showcased at the 2018 Cannes Yachting Festival, the enormous 
Sunreef 80 is already one of the Gdansk builder’s best-selling models. 
Customised to her owner’s specifications, Double Happiness takes her name 
from a traditional Chinese ornament and a symbol of marriage. 

Her large twin hull provides a huge saloon with plenty of living space, 
while the enormous flybridge is another key socialising area and features 
a karaoke bar, cocktail tables and an oversized lounging sofa. Notable 
features include a ‘starry sky’ ceiling in the cockpit, decorative ceiling 

mirrors in the saloon and the use of optical fibre fabrics.
The bespoke interior décor is a blend of black, grey and gold. The 

hulls feature three beautifully appointed guest cabins and a lavish master 
suite with a sofa, vanity, walk-in dressing room and a vast bathroom. There 
are also three crew cabins including two in the forepeaks.

The rig features a 200sqm mainsail, 340sqm gennaker, 135sqm 
genoa and 70sqm staysail, while auxiliary power comes from twin 280hp 
engines. Lapp says the yacht is also ideal for exploring Asia, once it 
finally settles down in Shenzhen and all the Covid-19 restrictions are 
lifted.

“I’m happy about the Sunreef 80 going to China as it’s perfect for 
sailing down to the Philippines or other parts of Asia. From Shenzhen, you 
can be in the Philippines in two or three days and spend two weeks there,” 
said Lapp, who founded Sunreef in 2002.

“This is the plus for a catamaran because it’s safer for long distances 
and a longer range, as it’s more complicated for a monohull to go in big 
seas. You have a 4,000nm range with 20,000 litres of fuel.”

As well as Sunreef, Speedo Marine also represents fellow catamaran 
builder Fountaine Pajot, Jeanneau and Prestige of Beneteau Group, and 
Ferretti Group brands Ferretti Yachts, Custom Line, Riva, Pershing and 
Itama. 

www.sunreef-yachts.com

SUNREEF 80 FOR CHINA
The Polish yard has completed Double Happiness for a Chinese owner who plans to sail 
in the Mediterranean and Caribbean before the catamaran moves home to Shenzhen.
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Catamarans NEWSSimpson Marine

Silent-Yachts, the Austrian company specialising in oceangoing 
solar-electric production catamarans, announced in early April 
that it had sold two more units of its Silent 80 to take total 
orders for its flagship to six. The company’s first model was 

the Silent 55 built in China and it’s currently also producing the 60 in 
Thailand and Italy.

The first units of the 80 are under construction in Italy, where the 
first hull (pictured bottom right) was transported from one production 
facility to another 50km away at the end of March.  

Michael Kohler, founder and CEO of Silent-Yachts, said: “We are 
happy to be able to continue our production despite uncertain times 
for the world economy. We expect some delays but nothing serious.”

The 80’s exterior and interior is by Marco Casali of Too Design, 
while Amedeo Migali of MICAD is responsible for naval architecture. 
As there’s no engine room, the 80 has a huge port-hull garage for a 
4.5m tender and can also carry an amphibious car and a gyrocopter on 
floats.

The 24.3m yacht has a 10.95m beam and a 60sqm saloon with a 
galley, lounge and dining area. The hulls can house four to six double 
or twin guest cabins, plus two crew cabins. The first hull has a four-
cabin layout with two owner cabins, with the aft master suite including 
a study, walk-around closet and sauna.

Using 70 high-efficiency solar panels, the 80 is capable of six to 
seven knots in silence so can cruise in the region of 100nm per day, 
with unlimited range. The standard Cruiser version has twin 135kW 
engines, while the E-Power version features 250kW options and can 

reach 16 knots. A Hybrid Power version is also available with twin 
220hp diesel engines and two 20kW electric motors.

Werner Puntschart, Silent-Yachts’ Chief Sales Officer, said: “We 
are currently expanding our team to be well prepared for the future. 
We go on having enquiries and are experiencing growing interest in 
our yachts, which can be traced back to the energy independence and 
unlimited range.”

The 80’s base price is €4.43 million (about US$4.85 million). 
Silent-Yachts provides 25-year solar panels warranty, eight-year 
battery banks warranty and lifetime warranty for the electric motors. 

www.silent-yachts.com

SIX SALES OF SILENT 80
By April, Austrian company Silent-Yachts had racked up six orders for the 

solar-electric Silent 80 powercat, which is being built in Italy.
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POWER SURGE
Power catamarans are increasing in popularity 
as well as size, with Asia showing a growing 

appetite for multihull motor yachts from 
production and semi-custom builders.

79
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It has been a whirlwind past 12 months for power catamarans and there’s 
a lot more to come in the coming months, with world debuts of new brand 
flagships set for this year’s Cannes Yachting Festival and Fort Lauderdale 
International Boat Show.
Before then, tennis icon Rafa Nadal is due to take delivery of his 80 

Sunreef Power in May (see REVIEW), eight months after the model’s debut 
at the Cannes show last September. Since then, Sunreef has announced it’s 
building new 100, 110 and 49M (161ft) models, and it’s also preparing to 
showcase its ‘entry-level’ 60 Sunreef Power at Cannes this year.

Lagoon premiered a red-hulled version of its Sixty 7 (see REVIEW) at 
Cannes last year, since when Simpson Marine has sold at least two to Asia 
before recently welcoming the brand’s flagship Seventy 8 to Singapore, the 
model’s first unit in the region.

Singapore is also home to Leopard’s new flagship powercat, the 53 PC 
(see REVIEW), which debuted in Miami in February. Singapore also has 
ties to Royal Falcon One as a residence of the developer of the futuristic 
135-footer, which was designed by Studio F.A. Porsche, built in Sweden and 
displayed outside the Monaco Yacht Show last year.

Fountaine Pajot, which showcased its new MY 40 at last year’s 
Singapore Yacht Show, has launched its first Power 67, which will show at 
Cannes in September, while China-based Aquila is busy completing its first 
54 and 70 models in Hangzhou for their debuts at Fort Lauderdale.

In China’s southerly Guangdong province, Zhongshan-based Kingship 

launched a customised 79ft aluminium catamaran late last year, while new 
brand ILIAD builds in Zhanjiang and will launch its 60 this year following 
the debuts of its 50 and 70 at Australia’s top shows last year (for more details 
on ILIAD, see separate article).

Austrian-owned Silent-Yachts, which builds its Silent 55 in Qingdao, 
announced six sales of its flagship 80 this April, with the first hulls still 
under construction in Italy, while it’s also completing the first units of its 
new 60 model in Thailand and Italy.

As we focus on production or semi-custom multihull builders for this 
article, Lagoon and Sunreef kick it off as the kings of big cats, having launched 
popular production models in the 24m range, both sailing and power.

Lagoon premiered its Seventy 7 sailing yacht and Seventy 8 motor 
yacht at Cannes in 2016 and 2017 respectively, before the Sunreef 80 
then the 80 Sunreef Power were the show’s biggest catamarans for the 
following two years.

POLAND’S BIG CAT KINGS
Sunreef is currently completing an 80 Power for a client in China, while 

late last year it announced it was building a 110 model and a 49M, before 
more recently announcing the sale of a new 100. The Polish luxury catamaran 
specialist is also busy completing the move to its new facility in Gdansk and 
rounding out its new powercat range with the 60 and 70.

Francis Lapp, who founded the yard in 2002, estimates that once the 



Yachts organised a group of Lagoon owners to view the Sixty 7’s US debut at 
the Miami International Boat Show.

A Beneteau Group brand, Lagoon builds in three sites in France, but all 
of its motor yachts are produced in the western city of Bordeaux along with 
all of the brand’s sailing models over 50ft. Lagoon now has more space to 
work with after the production of CNB’s monohull sailing yachts was shifted 
from the Bordeaux site to Italy.

Thomas Gailly, Lagoon’s Commercial Director, says: “We have 1,200 
people in Bordeaux working on big units that take quite some space and 
require a specific building pace. It’s a lot, but still not enough to satisfy the 
demand from the market!”

Gailly says demand for big powercats has built up gradually over the 
last few years, led by the first hull of the 630 MY, which completed a 
transatlantic crossing before its US debut at Miami in February 2015.

POWER LEADS LEOPARD IN ASIA
Leopard, founded in 2000, actually sells more powercats than sailing 

yachts in Asia, although it produces three times as many of the latter each 
year for the global market.

Leopard is one of the world’s leading catamaran brands, with over 2,000 
units built over the past two decades by Robertson & Caine in South Africa, 
a figure that includes charter cats for sister companies The Moorings and 
more recently Sunsail. Annual production comprises about 150 sailing cats 
and 50 powercats, the latter generally between two models.

The brand’s new flagship powercat, the 53 PC, debuted at the Miami 
International Boat Show in February before the first hull into Asia arrived 
in Singapore the following month. The model succeeds the hugely popular 
51 PC – 137 hulls built since 2013 – and complements the existing 43 PC, 
with over 100 units produced since 2015.

latter two models are launched on the market, powercats will make up about 
30 per cent of Sunreef’s annual sales. 

The Frenchman publicly announced that the recent surge of large 
catamarans was ‘one of the most interesting evolutions’ in the luxury yacht 
industry, yet says he’s not threatened by new players on the market.

“We make custom boats, so we don’t see any competition. It’s not a 
custom boat when you only change the colour of the wood,” said Lapp, 
whose company of about 800 staff more than doubled its 2018 turnover 
last year. 

“Custom is when I sit with the client and he says, I want this table here, 
I want the TV there, I want to change the bulkheads. We can even develop 
new engineering for clients.”

Stability, space and fuel efficiency are among the well-known attractions 
of catamarans, but the beam provided by twin hulls can also lead to 
expensive berthing fees. Lapp says his clients aren’t so affected by this, 
as he believes catamaran owners are more interested in cruising and 
destinations than marinas.

“Generally, our clients aren’t in marinas a lot, maybe only for fuelling. 
Most of the time, they’re sailing or anchored,” he says. “I’ve seen monohull 
motor yachts with only 500 hours on the engines after two to three years. 
We have power catamarans with 6,000 hours or even 8,000 hours, like our 
previous 70 Power.

“Our owners are travelling all the time. After all, when you’re in St 
Tropez or Nice and you want to go to Corsica, if it’s bad weather you can’t go 
with a monohull of 25-30m, but you have no problem with a catamaran.”

LUXURIOUS LARGE LAGOONS
Lagoon is the world leader in production cruising catamarans, having 

produced more than 5,000 since it was founded as an offshoot of Jeanneau 
in 1984. It’s also the leading catamaran brand in Asia, where long-time 
dealer Simpson Marine has sold over 400 units including the region’s first 
Seventy 8, which arrived in Singapore in March.

But while the French builder offers a dozen or so sailing models from the 
40 to the Seventy 7, it only produces large powercats, having discontinued 
models like the 40 MY. 

Its current motor yacht range comprises the 630 MY, the flagship 
Seventy 8 and the new Sixty 7, which has been sold by Simpson Marine 
to clients in Malaysia and Taiwan. In February, Philippines dealer Europa 

“The 630 MY opened a new market for powercats over 60ft and since 
then we’ve mainly focused on that sector of the market. The news of the 
transatlantic crossing was a big hit, for instance, but it took time to spread 
the word. What we see now is that the market is getting ready,” says Gailly, 
a regular visitor to Asia.

“The benefits of a catamaran such as space, privacy in cabins, stability 
and loading capacity are becoming more popular, and are now wanted in the 
motor yacht market. With large powercats, because the fuel consumption is 
much lower than on a monohull, people can now think about going further 
away in great comfort.”

And Gailly confirms that Lagoon will continue to focus on large 
powercats that can be built on the same assembly lines as sister sailing 
yachts. “We can build the 630 MY on the same assembly line as the 620, 
the Seventy 8 on the same line of the Seventy 7, and so on.”

80 81
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The Seventy 8 (top) is Lagoon’s flagship motor yacht and the first unit in Asia, sold by Simpson Marine, arrived in Singapore in March Sunreef is producing a 49M Power for a client represented by Imperial; the Polish yard’s new flagship will be 161ft long and 55ft wide

Rafa Nadal and a client in China are among buyers of the new 80 Sunreef Power; already multiple units have been launched including Otoctone 80 (above)The new Lagoon Sixty 7 has orders from Taiwan and Malaysia
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with large hardtops, excellent fuel efficiency and impressive performance, 
with top speeds of 24-25 knots.

AQUILA HEADS CHINA CHARGE
In China, Aquila is moving up and down in model length as it plans 

to double its range while maintaining a strong share of the US motor yacht 
market and growing its international reach. The brand debuted its 32 at 
Miami last year to complement its 36, 44 and 48, while four new models are 
also in build in Hangzhou, southwest of Shanghai.

Sino Eagle founded the brand in 2012 with the cooperation of 
MarineMax, the largest distributor in the US and a leading charter company 
in the British Virgin Islands. Frank Xiong, CEO of Sino Eagle, said 
Covid-19 had temporarily affected production but that the facility had been 
able to resume normal working operations in March.

“Being in China, the first area to experience the Covid-19 virus, 
Kit Chotithamaporn, Leopard’s Yacht Sales Manager – Asia, says: 

“Yachting is still relatively new in Asia so the majority of buyers are power 
boaters as it’s easier to get into. In general, Asia will remain a power market 
and I expect it to grow as existing powercat owners will eventually upgrade 
and some sailing cat owners will also switch as they get older.”

Leopard – which currently has no plans to build significantly bigger 
powercats – says its key markets in Asia are Singapore and Thailand, led by 
Phuket as the region’s leading cruising destination.

“Leopard powercats suit cruising around Phuket as most of the waters 
are shallow, especially in Phang Nga Bay, so they can reach areas normally 
off limits due to their shallow draft. The high speeds also fit well as owners 
are able to reach multiple locations in a single day for day trips as there are 
so many great destinations in such close proximity,” Kit says. 

“In Singapore, owners increasingly understand the advantages of a 
catamaran – space, fuel efficiency and value. A 50ft catamaran would be 
equivalent to a 60-70ft monohull, especially on a Leopard powercat with 
its massive flybridge. Fuel consumption would be half or even less, so we 
expect more monohull motor yacht owners to also make the switch as they 
start to see the benefits.”

Current Leopard catamarans are renowned for the brand’s signature 
forward saloon door, which not only offers quick access to the foredeck but 
provides great air flow. The powercats also feature very spacious flybridges 

Aquila was lucky enough to be among the first shipyards to return 
to ‘normal’,” Xiong said. “It has allowed us to focus on existing 
commitments and prioritise production based on customer demands and 
available shipping routes.”

Despite the coronavirus, 2020 is still set to prove a breakthrough year 
for Aquila as the brand will launch its 54 and flagship 70 models over the 
summer in time for the Fort Lauderdale show.

Both have enclosable flybridges and the option of four or five cabins 
including a forward master cabin that spans both hulls. The 54 is predicted 
to hit 25 knots with its 600hp Volvo Penta engine options and have a range 
of 1,100nm, while the 70 is expected to have a similar range of 1,117nm 
and hit 24.5 knots with twin 1,000hp Volvo Pentas.

Yvan Eymieu, Aquila’s International Sales and Distribution Manager, 
says: “The demand for bigger powercats is a natural evolution of the motor 
yacht market as customers look for better stability and performance, 
while new material and technology offer the possibility to build higher-
performance motor catamarans. Catamarans took a large share of the sailing 
industry and we are observing a similar trend in the motor yacht segment.”

Furthermore, Aquila is widening its range at the smaller end, creating 

a 28 as an outboard day-cruiser and developing purpose-built ribs for 
their 54 and 70.

Today, about 50 per cent of Aquila’s annual production is for private 
owners in the US, 25 per cent is for the MarineMax charter fleet and the rest 
of the world accounts for 25 per cent, compared to just a few per cent in its 
first few years.

That’s due in large to the brand actively growing its profile in Asia since 
2018, building a dealer network that includes Simpson Marine for Hong 
Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia, and Saigon 
Yacht & Marina for Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar.

“We now have a strong, reliable distribution network in Asia and 
Australia. The teams know the products well and we’ve delivered boats to 
most key Asian yachting markets,” Eymieu says.

The Hong Kong-based Frenchman also stresses that Aquila targets the 
motor yacht sector of the market and doesn’t actively compete with other 
catamaran brands. “Our main competitors are the monohull motor yacht 
brands in the inboard segment. The Aquila 36 has such an innovative 
design that it created its own demand.”

As evidence of the latter, he cites the 12 months leading up to June 

The Leopard 53 PC debuted at the Miami International Boat Show in February; the first unit into Asia, hull three, was in Singapore by March

The Aquila 54 and 70 (pictured) both have the option of a large, forward master cabin that spans both hulls, as shown in the inset picture

The Iliad 70 (left) built in China is the brand’s current flagship; Aquila is completing the first 54 (right) and 70 in Hangzhou for world debuts at Fort Lauderdale

The Leopard 43 PC has sold over 100 units

“Powercats have steadily increased 
in popularity for charter and more 
recently for private owners as well. 

In terms of price per cubic foot, they 
offer tremendous value.”

Kit Chotithamaporn, Leopard
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foredeck and is available with the galley down or in the saloon. The owner’s 
version has a 22sqm private apartment equipped with large dressing room 
and an Italian-style bathroom with two washbasins.

“The Power 67 meets a real demand for luxury, space, design, stability 
and performance with low consumption, plus she’s priced three times lower 
than that of a monohull of the same size,” Guedeu says. “She is a real villa, 
ideal for cruises and entertaining guests.”

The new model is a huge leap for a Motor Yachts range that features 
designs by Italian designer Pierangelo Andreani, who has worked with the 
yard for four decades. The Power 67 is the sister ship of the Alegria 67 
sailing cat, which made its Asia debut at last year’s Singapore Yacht Show 
along with the MY 40, three months after the latter’s world premiere at Boot 
Dusseldorf.

Powercats currently make up about 20 per cent of Fountaine Pajot’s 
business and Guedeu expects that to grow slightly, but not at the expense of 
their sailing cats. “We eventually expect a balance of about 70 per cent and 
30 per cent, and for our sailing and motor yacht markets to keep growing in 
parallel,” he says.

Asia has become an increasingly important market for the brand and 
last year Yacht Sourcing in Indonesia joined a dealer network that also 
includes Multihull Solutions in Thailand (see separate article), Asia Yachting 
in the Philippines – where an MY 40 is expected to arrive by late summer – 
Speedo Marine in China and China Pacific Marine in Hong Kong.

“Fountaine Pajot has always considered Asia as an ideal cruising 
area. Our market share there has increased well in recent years, with 
development in all areas for the past two years,” Guedeu said.

The yard is also committed to reducing the marine footprint of its 
catamarans and proposes the inclusion of renewable energy sources on all of 
its models, offering Eco-Cruising and Smart-Cruising options.

BALI DISTINGUISHED BY DESIGN
Bali catamarans are produced in the Catana Group’s facilities in Canet-

en-Rousillon on France’s south coast and La Rochelle, while the group also 
has a factory in Tunisia. 

Bali emerged as a cruising catamaran offshoot of Catana in 2014 and 
has proved spectacularly successful, cooperating with Dream Yacht Charter. 

distinguished by a surprisingly large flybridge that extends as far back 
as the aft end of the hull.

Layouts include a three-cabin version with an owner’s suite in the port 
hull or four cabins with additional bunks available in each of the forward 
rooms, for 10 berths.

 
SILENT GROWS WITH SOLAR POWER 

Like Aquila and Iliad, Austrian company Silent-Yachts only builds 
power catamarans, except that its models are based on solar-powered 
electric propulsion.

Silent debuted its 55 model at Cannes in 2018 and is currently 
producing its new 60 in Thailand and Italy. It’s also building its flagship 
80 in Italy, announcing six sales by April, while also developing an 80 
Tri-Deck featuring a flybridge with 90sqm of living space.

Described as “virtually maintenance-free”, the brand’s catamarans 
use solar power via special panels on the flybridge, li-ion batteries – like 
in Tesla cars – and electric motors developed by Silent Yachts, enabling 
unlimited range without noise or fumes. The cats are principally outfitted 
with lightweight, recyclable materials, although the interior layout and 

2019, where Aquila ranked fourth in the US motor yacht market from 35-
37ft and fifth from 36-48ft – behind the likes of Tiara and Sea Ray – when 
also counting the 44 and 48 models.

FOUNTAINE PAJOT PIONEERS POWER
Fountaine Pajot has produced over 4,000 catamarans since 1976 at its 

historic base in La Rochelle, two hours’ north of Bordeaux, and was among the 
first production catamaran builders to enter the motor yacht sector, in 1998.

Like Aquila, Fountaine Pajot considers monohull motor yachts the 
main competition for their Motor Yachts range, which comprises the 
MY 37, MY 40, MY 44 and brand-new Power 67.

Steven Guedeu, Group Sales Director, says: “Today, our competitors 
are the monohull motor yachts, but we offer a lot more volume. Our MY 44 
matches with 60ft monohulls for the space.”

The French brand recently launched its flagship Power 67, which 
impressed in sea trials and has a range of 1,700nm, fitted with twin 435hp 
engines and 4,000 litres of fuel. The unit will be used by her owner prior to 
the model’s world premiere at Cannes in September. 

The yacht has a 36sqm cockpit, 32sqm flybridge, optional jacuzzi in the 

The brand only joined the motor yacht market in 2019 with the premiere 
of the Lasta-designed 4.3 MY (REVIEW, Issue 52) at the International 
Multihull Boat Show in La Grande Motte, but it was a strong start.

Boris Compagnon, the company’s Sales Director, says: “We entered 
the powercat market after we saw a lot of people never use the sails when 
chartering a production catamaran. 

“The powercat is also a way to attract newcomers who don’t sail. They 
want to cruise at reasonable speed with reasonable consumption. Powercats 
are also cheaper than powerboats of the same size and offer a lot more 
volume and deck space.”

As its sailing models from the 4.1 to 5.4 show, Bali has a track record 
of good design and the 4.3 MY showcased the brand’s signature features 
developed by Catana Group founder Olivier Poncin – the solid foredeck and 
the ‘tilting’ cockpit door that lifts to completely open up the saloon to the 
outside. 

Powercats currently only make up about 10 per cent of Bali’s 
production, but the brand is now developing a second motor yacht, 
the Catspace MY, after the sailing cat of the same name debuted at 
Boot Dusseldorf this year. Also designed by Lasta, the Catspace MY is 

Fountaine Pajot staged the Asia premiere of its 
MY 44 at last year’s Singapore Yacht Show

Bali is now developing the Catspace MY, which features an immense flybridge

Fountaine Pajot is scheduled to stage the world premiere of its flagship motor yacht, Power 67, at this year’s Cannes Yachting Festival

Bali launched its first powercat, the 4.3 MY, at last year’s International Multihull Boat Show at La Grande Motte on France’s south coast

“Catamarans took a large 
share of the sailing industry 

and we are observing a similar 
trend in the motor yacht 

segment.”
Yvan Eymieu, Aquila
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Pattaya in the Gulf of Thailand, which has experience of producing solar-
powered catamarans. 

The Silent 60 is available with a range of accommodation layouts, 
from three cabins up to six cabins. The shipyard has also created 
the design and moulds for its own H70 model, a development of its 
Heliotrope 65.

Leopard’s Kit Chotithamaporn says multi-hulled motor yachts 
“still represent a small portion of the overall motor yacht market” but 
that this niche sector will continue to grow in demand, just as sailing 
catamarans have.

“Powercats have steadily increased in popularity for charter and more 
recently for private owners as well. Firstly, there are the obvious reasons 
like space, comfort and stability, and that they’re a lot more economical 
than monohulls,” he says.

“Secondly, the products have continuously improved in terms of 
design outside and inside, ergonomics, interior finish, luxury and the 
level of equipment on board. Finally, in terms of price per cubic foot, 
they offer tremendous value.”

If sales in the US are any indication, powercats – the niche within a 
niche – could eventually become as mainstream as their sailing sisters. 

decor are customisable.
Michael Kohler, founder and CEO of Silent-Yachts, said: “I built my 

first solar-powered prototype in 2009, which is still operational today. In 
fact, the owner called me and said he hadn’t used the generator for the 
last two years. 

“Silent boats are generally self-sufficient, like a sailing yacht is 
for cruising, but the main advantage we have is that we can store sun-
generated power in the batteries. We also have a generator on all of our 
boats as a safety issue in the rare case there’s simply no sunlight for a few 
days or any other special circumstances.”

As well as propulsion, solar power also sustains the household 
items on board like air-conditioning, lighting, refrigeration, cooking, AV 
equipment and on-board systems.

As well as solar technology, Kohler is also a firm believer in the 
increasing popularity of power catamarans. 

“At the Cannes show, there were only a few power catamarans 
five years ago and these days there are over a dozen. Multihulls are 
multiplying and the trend is definitely going towards more comfort and 
luxury – and we can deliver this luxury without using a generator.”

Silent is producing its 60 at the Bakri Cono shipyard in Rayong near 

Silent-Yachts is building its 80 in Italy; in April, the Austrian company announced that it had sold six units of its solar-electric flagship

The absence of an engine room allows for a huge garage on the Silent 80 (left); the Silent 60 (right) is being built in Thailand by Bakri Cono 

A LUXURY POWER CATAMARAN YACHT 
REDEFINING ELEGANCE, SPEED, AND SPACE.

PERFORMANCE.  INNOVATION.  QUALITY.

D E B U T I N G  FA L L  2 0 2 0
aquilaboats.com



JOIN THE
COOL CATS

Sailing catamarans have been the driving force 
behind the growing popularity of multihulls 

across the world and in Asia itself, where there’s 
a special appetite for group getaways to explore 

the region’s yachting hot spots. 
WORDS JIM LOE

The second Lagoon Escapade Thailand, organised by Simpson Marine
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Thomas Gailly, Lagoon’s Commercial Director, says: “We’re happy 
with Lagoon’s market share globally, including Asia. Lagoon is the 
leader in catamarans and we feel it in every part of the world. With 
more than 5,000 Lagoon catamarans sailing all over the different seas, 
the brand is clearly recognised as a reference.”

Last year, Gailly attended the second Lagoon Escapade Philippines 
organised by local dealer Europa Yachts. The first-ever Seventy 7, 
Abby Grace – used for the model’s world premiere at Cannes in 2016 – 
was among 11 catamarans and over 100 guests that sailed from Punta 
Fuego Yacht Club to Puerto Galera.

“With more than 30 Lagoons from 40-77ft in the Philippines, 
Lagoon is the country’s dominant catamaran brand. Europa Yachts 
took the initiative to gather its clients for Lagoon Escapades and year 
after year, the owners became friends and it really became a nice 
community of happy sailors,” Gailly says.

“This type of event has now become particularly big in Thailand 
with Simpson Marine and Australia with The Multihull Group. Lagoon 
Escapades take place all over the world and are really dedicated to Lagoon 
owners, showing the spirit of the brand. We keep on pushing these events 
with our dealers, which means that there are still plenty more to come.”

“Lagoon, however, benefits from a virtuous circle around its 
reputation. The Lagoon brand keeps on attracting the best distributors, 
so together with our very strong facilities and organisation in France, 
it creates an unbeatable level of customer service, a key factor in our 
development. This is true from more mature yachting markets like Hong 
Kong to developing markets like Vietnam.

“So, as we keep investing in innovation and the quality of our 
products, as we’ve done for 35 years, Lagoon should secure its market 
share for many more years.”

SUNREEF LOOKS AHEAD TO ECO ERA
Sunreef is among competitors at the larger end of the market and 

in April it announced the completion of the Chinese-owned Double 
Happiness (see NEWS), the eighth hull of the Sunreef 80 that debuted at 
Cannes in 2018 and has secured over a dozen sales. Southeast Asia has 
also welcomed sailing cats from the Polish yard in recent years.

The Supreme 68 Eagle Wings has established itself as one of the 
region’s most popular charter yachts since its world premiere at the 
Singapore Yacht Show in 2016, with the following year’s event hosting 
the handover of the 62 Annette 2 to Anthony Lim, then Commodore of 
the Changi Sailing Club.

Currently transferring to new premises in the north-coast city, the 
Gdansk builder is preparing to launch its new 70 this year to complete 
a new-look sailing range headed by the 80 and including the 60 and 50, 
models that debuted at Cannes in 2018 and 2019 respectively.

Sunreef has gained global headlines over the past year for new large 
powercats including 100, 110 and 49M (161ft) builds, but Sunreef President 
Francis Lapp believes the business will continue to be dominated by sailing 
models, which he expects to make up 70 per cent of production even after 
two more Power models are launched in the coming year.

Asia’s love affair with sailing catamarans is arguably best 
illustrated by the annual Lagoon Escapades held in Thailand 
and the Philippines, where the events showcase Southeast 
Asia’s stunning scenery and give a window into the special 

camaraderie among owners.
Simpson Marine, Asia’s biggest dealer, manages the Lagoon 

Escapade in Thailand, where it represents the French brand as well 
as in Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and parts of 
mainland China.

The dealership has sold about 400 Lagoon catamarans into Asia 
– the majority of them sailing cats – since the mid-1980s, confirming 
the huge appeal in this region of the world’s biggest producer of 
cruising catamarans. In China, the brand is so popular that the word 
for ‘Lagoon’ is sometimes used to mean catamaran.

Lagoon sailing cats have also become the core of the Simpson 
Yacht Charter fleet, with models including 400, 40 (two), 42 (two), 
450, 52, 560, 620 (two) and a flagship Seventy 7, Joy, which was sold 
by Simpson Marine to a Singapore-based client and is currently based 
in French Polynesia. Two other units of the Seventy 7 have been sold 
to clients in Asia by other dealers.

Asia is an ideal playground for cruising cats as shown by annual Lagoon Escapades in Thailand (pictured) and the Philippines

Last year’s Lagoon Escapade Philippines featured 11 catamarans sailing from Punta Fuego to Puerto Galera

Fun at the second Lagoon Escapade Thailand last October (left); the Lagoon 46 (right) was launched in 2019

The Sixty 5 (left) is Lagoon’s newest model; Philippines-based Abby Grace (right) is one of three Lagoon Seventy 7s sold to Asia-based owners by different dealers

“The catamaran market is still growing 
fast and we’ve seen more competitors 

in recent years. It’s a good thing, 
with new products addressing niche 
markets, and great innovation from 

everyone. At the end of the day, it all 
benefits the catamaran market.”

Thomas Gailly, Lagoon

Lagoon certainly provides customers plenty of choice and currently 
offers a dozen models from 40-77ft including the brand-new Sixty 5, 
which was due to premiere in April at the now-cancelled International 
Multihull Boat Show at La Grande Motte. 

The Lagoon 46, which debuted at Boot Dusseldorf last year, and 
the 40 and 50, both unveiled at Cannes in 2017, are among other new 
models from a catamaran builder determined to stay in pole position 
despite growing competition.

“The catamaran market is still growing fast and we’ve seen more 
and more competitors coming to the market in recent years. It’s a 
good thing, with new products addressing niche markets and great 
innovation from everyone. At the end of the day, it all benefits the 
catamaran market,” Gailly says.
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lithium batteries and so on. Years went by and we evolved quite a lot 
and recently introduced electric propulsion, but the Eco range is about 
a lot more than just propulsion. It’s also about the materials used in 
the yachts and storing solar power for all the household items so you 
never have to use the generator.

“We can see a lot of shipyards trying to build eco-responsible, but 
we always think a step ahead. We’ve always been ambitious. We have 
a young team with great ideas and we’re implementing those with the 
Eco range. This is the future.”

FOUNTAINE PAJOT EXPANDS IN ASIA
Fountaine Pajot also offers solar-powered solutions and has also 

made strong inroads into Asia over the past couple of years. The La 
Rochelle builder staged the regional debut of its stunning flagship 
Alegria 67 sailing yacht at last year’s Singapore Yacht Show, complete 
with an onboard performance by French-Vietnamese harpist Heloise 
La Harpe. A new Alegria 67 is expected in Thailand later this year.

“I think sail catamarans will always be our biggest share because 
so many of our customers want the lowest fuel consumption,” says the 
Frenchman, who founded Sunreef in 2002.

Over the past year, Sunreef has introduced eco-electric versions 
of its 50 and 60 sailing models, showing the latter at Cannes last 
September, and in April it announced an all-new Eco range of 
catamarans, which will start with 70ft and 80ft models in both sailing 
and motor yacht versions. 

The Eco sailing cats will feature specially developed solar panels 
on the hulls, flybridge and even mast.

“I’ve always been a proponent of green technology. When I entered 
the yachting business in 2002, I chose to specialise in catamarans and 
one of the reasons was because they were the eco-responsible choice 
at the time as they have much less drag than monohulls, so consume 
much less fuel,” Lapp says.

“Over the years, we’ve met more and more customers asking about 
silent propulsion and air-conditioning without running the generator, 

Also later this year, the shipyard will release its ‘New 59’ designed 
by Berret-Racoupeau, the La Rochelle design studio behind the 
Alegria 67 and other recent sailing yachts by Fountaine Pajot, which 
has produced over 4,000 catamarans since 1976.

Inspired by the 67, the 59 will feature a 30sqm flybridge and a 
27sqm cockpit to ensure guests can enjoy large outdoor areas, as well 
as up to six cabins down below (for more details on the New 59, see 
separate feature). 

As well as the big models, Fountaine Pajot offers a comprehensive 
range from 40ft including its most recent launch, the Elba 45, which 
had its world premiere at Cannes last year. A new Elba 45 for a 
Korean owner arrived in early May, while Yacht Sourcing, appointed 
as the yard’s Indonesia dealer last year, has ordered a four-cabin unit 
for potential delivery by the end of 2020.

“Our Elba 45 has been adapted to tropical specs and with four 
cabins because we think it will be both a great owner yacht and 
charter boat,” says Xavier Fabre, Yacht Sourcing’s co-founder and 
Director of Sales. “It’s ideal for charter guests to discover Indonesia’s 
islands and waters.”

Fountaine Pajot’s other sailing models include the Saba 50, Saona 
47, Astrea 42 and Lucia 40, one of which was sailed by its Taiwanese 
owners on a cruise to Japan just ahead of the Covid-19 lockdown.

An Astrea 42 ordered by China dealer Speedo Marine arrived in 
April, while a Saona 47 (owner’s version) is expected in Hong Kong by 

late summer for a client of local dealer China Pacific Marine.
Multihull Solutions (Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore), Asia 

Yachting (Philippines) and HBS Yachting (Korea) are among the 
builder’s other dealers in Asia.

Commercial Director Steven Guedeu says sailing yachts make up 
about 80 per cent of Fountaine Pajot’s annual production and expects 
sales figures to keep growing, along with its burgeoning motor yacht 
range.

“The way we design our cruising catamarans is based on our 
conviction that the ultimate experience of boating combines sensations 
and emotions with great comfort and spaces for socialising. That is 
why, at Fountaine Pajot, we never separate the focus on performance 
from our aesthetic approach,” Guedeu says. 

“By relying on the talent of renowned designers, we have been able for 
the past 40 years to reinvent the balance between French refinement and 
audacious technical achievements. The unique design and the refined line 
of our hulls guarantee performance while adding a combination of comfort, 
stability, agility, sensations and elegance on the water.”

LEOPARD LEADS WITH LOUNGE 
Leopard is another of the world’s leading catamaran builders and 

has produced more than 2,000 over the past two decades in South 
Africa, including for sister companies The Moorings and Sunsail. 
Today, the brand offers a well-tested range of four sailing catamarans – 

In late April, Sunreef announced its new Eco range of solar-powered luxury catamarans, which will include 70 (pictured) and 80 sailing models

The Sunreef 80 Double Happiness (left) was built for a Chinese owner; Sunreef has sold over a dozen units of its 80 (right)

An Elba 45 recently arrived in Korea and another has been ordered for Indonesia, where Fountaine Pajot has been represented by Yacht Sourcing since last year

Fountaine Pajot staged the Asia debut of its flagship Alegria 67 (left) last year and this year will launch its new 59 (right; see separate article for more details)
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Originally scheduled to premiere at the now-cancelled 
International Multihull Boat Show at La Grande Motte, the yacht is 
now expected to debut at the Cannes Yachting Festival.

The 4.6 is the next new model and was initially slated to debut at 
Cannes, although all release plans need to be confirmed due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Like the 4.8 Open Space and flagship 5.4 Open 
Space, which premiered at Cannes in 2018, the 4.6 will also feature a 
forward saloon door and has the option of three, four or five cabins, the 
latter a “unique offer on a 45ft cat” according to the shipyard.

Phuket-based Asia Marine was appointed as Bali’s dealer in 
Thailand last year and is expecting a 4.1 sailing catamaran later this 
year. The dealer’s sister company Asiamarine covers Vietnam and 
Cambodia, while Beaufort Marine in Hong Kong is also among seven 
dealers in Asia, where Compagnon believes the new brand has room to 
grow.

“Bali already has a very high ranking globally,” says Compagnon, 
who estimates sailing cats make up 90 per cent of Bali’s output, as the 
brand has only launched one motor yacht so far. “Overall, we are a bit 
behind in the US and Asia, so we can see growth in these markets in 
the future.” 

BALI BULLISH WITH NEW MODELS
Bali is a relatively new brand, having emerged from Catana in 

2014, but has quickly developed a strong range of sailing catamarans 
boosted by the addition of three new models in 2020. 

The Catspace Sail was the first of this year’s new offerings and was 
on show for the first time at Boot Dusseldorf, a show that could host 
the motor yacht version next year. The Catspace Sail features the Bali 
trademarks – both developed by Catana founder Olivier Poncin – of 
the solid foredeck and tilting saloon door, which can be raised and 
slid beneath the roof to completely open the interior to the outdoors, as 
well as many other outstanding features.

“The Catspace is just 40ft long yet it can have two forward cabins 
as big as the aft ones,” says Boris Compagnon, Bali’s Sales Director. 
“The volume on this boat – specifically the cabins, foredeck, saloon 
and flybridge – is unique on the market for its size.”

 The 4.8 Open Space is the brand’s most recent launch and offers 
a six-cabin, six-bathroom version, which Bali believes is “unheard of 
on a 48-footer”. Features include the brand’s tilting saloon door and 
forward saloon door, as well as a foredeck cockpit with lounge and 
sunbathing area, and a relaxation area on the coachroof.

Leopard recently launched its 45 Lounge (above), a feature that first appeared on the 50 and includes a seating area, sunbed and table on the hardtop

The Leopard 50 is among four sailing models in the South Africa-built
range of catamarans and had its Asia debut in Thailand in 2018

Bali debuted its new Catspace (left) at Boot Dusseldorf in January and more recently launched its 4.8 Open Space (right)

Bali is completing the 4.6, the last of the brand’s three new models scheduled to launch in 2020 

40, 45, 50 and 58 – and a unique ocean cruising pedigree. 
“Leopards are proven blue water sailing catamarans as we’ve delivered 

over 1,300 boats on their own bottom from Cape Town to destinations all 
over the world,” says Kit Chotithamaporn, Leopard’s Yacht Sales Manager – 
Asia. “We’re the only catamaran builder that can claim this.”

The latest Leopard offering from the Robertson & Caine shipyard 
in Cape Town is the Leopard 45 in a Lounge version. The new edition 
essentially adds a hardtop lounge with seating area, sunbed and table 
beside the elevated starboard helm, as seen on the Leopard 50 that was 
premiered in early 2018 and had its Asia debut in July of that year. 

The accommodation has also been upgraded on the 45, which is 
available in three or four cabins, and features exterior and interior 
design by Robertson & Caine and Simonis Voogd naval architecture. 

The 40 is available with three or four cabins and features an 
interior design that was upgraded two years ago. The 50 is available in 
four or five cabins, while the flagship 58 offers four to six cabins and 
has a flybridge that seats 10.

The shipyard builds about 150 sailing yachts and 50 powercats 
a year, with about half Leopard branded for private owners. As well 
as their seaworthiness and well established cruising capabilities, 
Leopard catamarans are also noted for design innovations such as the 
forward saloon door and foredeck cockpit, which first featured on the 
former Leopard 44. 

“These are the two main features Leopards have come to be known 
for now,” says Kit, who says the ventilation offered by the forward door 
is a bonus in hot climates along with the no-maintenance hardtops 
covering the aft cockpit, helm station and forward cockpit. 

Other key features include stepped hulls that emphasise volume 
above the water line, a powerful sail plan, a safe rig featuring double 
back stays and rigid boom vang, and a clever deck layout ensuring all 
lines lead back to the helm station to allow for single-handed sailing. 
In addition, there’s also an electrical davit system that turns dinghy 
and outboard motor lifting into a single-button operation.
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While the Covid-19 crisis temporarily closed the doors at Multihull 
Solutions’ Sales Centres throughout Asia-Pacific, the company 
continues to operate remotely, with its team kept busy handling 

strong enquiries on new boats across its range.

NEW FOUNTAINE 
PAJOT 59

DEBUT BY MULTIHULL 
SOLUTIONS

The popular Multihull Solutions Out-of-Water Boat Show 
display on the Gold Coast, Australia, remained open, but 
visitors were restricted to inspecting boats by appointment 
only.

To counter the limitations this presented, Multihull Solutions 
launched an innovative Virtual Boat Show featuring full interactive 
walk-through facilities on its website across its new and pre-owned 
range of catamarans and trimarans.

General manager Andrew de Bruin said the online facility was 
extremely well received by clients and provided an easy solution for 
buyers who were unable to physically inspect boats of interest at the 
Sales Centres.

“We worked tirelessly to get the Virtual Boat Show off the ground 
as soon as possible when social distancing policies were enforced, and 
we experienced a significant boost in website visits and enquiries on 
both our new and brokerage boats”, Andrew said.

“Despite production at the Fountaine Pajot, ILIAD Catamarans 
and NEEL Trimarans shipyards being temporarily disrupted early 
in the crisis, we have still been able to place orders for Asia-Pacific 
clients on both sail and power catamarans, with particularly strong 
interest in the Elba 45 and New 59 sailing catamarans, and the 
impending launch of the new ILIAD 60 power catamaran.

“As there is so much uncertainty at present around the state of the 
financial markets, we are seeing some natural hesitation from clients 
in confirming new orders, but there is still considerable demand, 
which is a very positive sign for the future.

“It seems this international crisis has even inspired many new 
people to plan a cruising adventure for when the world returns to some 
semblance of normality, or even before then”, he said.

The Fountaine Pajot and ILIAD Catamarans shipyards were quick 
to enact safety procedures and temporarily suspend production when 
the Covid-19 situation escalated while implementing contingencies to 
reduce delays on new boat handovers.

Adhering to strict regulatory frameworks, Fountaine Pajot was 
able to resume partial production in April, shipping new boats from 
its factory in La Rochelle to meet pre-COVid-19 delivery schedules. 
ILIAD Catamarans resumed production in March and is quickly 
working to catch up to its original production and delivery schedules.

“In addition to the professionalism of these shipyards, Multihull 
Solutions is fortunate to already have a very strong forward order 
book stretching into 2022, and, despite the obvious delays created 
to some delivery schedules, the rate of recent new enquiries and 
tentative orders gives us confidence we will weather this storm without 
a significantly damaging impact to our clients or business,” Andrew 
said.

The latest model in the Fountaine Pajot sailing catamaran range 
is set for launch in Europe in 2020 once normal production and 
operations fully resume at the French shipyard.

Stern view of the new Fountaine Pajot 59

Multihull Solutions management team from left Patrick Gilot, Rachel Crook,
Nod Crook, Andrew De Bruin, Greg Boller, Wayne Dickenson, Mark Elkington
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Fountaine Pajot has also become a leader in the yacht industry’s 
push towards environmental sustainability, actively implementing 
measures to incorporate eco-friendly innovations in its production and 
design processes.

Multihull Solutions chief operating officer Michael ‘Nod’ Crook 
said Fountaine Pajot was one of the first shipyards to review its 
production catamaran technology with a focus on introducing eco-
friendly initiatives.

“The shipyard’s original power catamaran range was already 
boasting excellent long-range capabilities with impressively low fuel 
burns”, he said.

“The sail range also had the best power (sail area)-to-weight ratio 
of the brands. What this meant cruising-wise was that the boats were 
less dependent on using fossil fuel in lighter wind conditions”.

Fountaine Pajot’s commitment to innovation has continued with 
each new launch, spending a significant amount of research and 
development to create smarter and more environmentally friendly 
models.

“Fountaine Pajot was one of the first catamaran producers to 
implement the infusion technique for manufacturing the hulls, which 
reduced the amount of waste materials and fumes being released 
during construction”, Nod said.

“The shipyard has adhered as well to strict recycling and disposal 
processes in all facets of production, which has made the yard a very 
clean environment compared to some other manufacturers”.

 He said equipment like holding tanks now come as standard in 
every Fountaine Pajot yacht, and hydro-generators, wind generators, 
solar panel installations and watermakers are all options, helping to 
reduce emissions and make for greener cruising.

One of the largest changes has been the improvement in battery 
storage and charging technology.

“We are starting to configure boats that can charge sufficiently 

from solar, wind and water with minimal input from engine 
alternators”, Nod said.

“Water makers and some air-conditioning units are now designed 
to run on 12 volts DC. Most 220-volt AC appliances can be run 
through large inverters, powered direct from the batteries.

“We are definitely beginning to see a decline in the need for a 
diesel generator to be fitted to larger cruising boats, which will mean 
almost no carbon footprint for the purist sailor in the not-too-distant 
future”.

Fountaine Pajot’s Smart Cruising battery monitoring option enables 
owners to monitor all of the power equipment onboard individually, to 
help make as little impact on the environment as possible, and, as an 
added bonus, save fuel.

Fountaine Pajot is also working closely with Volvo, testing an 
electric propulsion catamaran which, if successful, will be added to 
the range in the near future. Lithium batteries – currently available 
as an after-build option – may soon be available as a factory-fitted 
selection.

Yacht design is also playing a major part. Nod says the new 
Fountaine Pajot Motor Yachts range boasts the most efficient semi-
displacement hulls to date.

The new 59 flagship catamaran has been eagerly anticipated by 
cruising enthusiasts with a spacious design specifically optimised for 
entertaining.

An evolution of the previous Ipanema 58 but with the revised 
hull shape of the highly acclaimed Alegria 67, the new 59 allows 
owners to sail with a smaller crew but still enjoy the same distinctive 
manoeuvring features of the 67.

With a range of layout options available, including a charter option 
with six guest cabins and two crew cabins, the new 59 also boasts the best 
cabin-price ratio on the market. The catamaran has been designed with 
the commercial charter market as primary target, although it is also perfect 
for owners with crew who will appreciate its host of luxury features.

Romain Motteau, Fountaine Pajot’s deputy CEO, says the new 
model is equally luxurious as the flagship Alegria 67, with the highest 
quality finishes and construction techniques implemented throughout.

The 59’s impressive 30m² flybridge is the largest in its class, while 
the catamaran also features an expansive 27.5m2 cockpit, decadent 
foredeck with modular sunbathing stations, generously proportioned 
cabins, and an epicurean galley that opens onto the salon, all offering 
an ocean of opportunities for socialising or relaxing in private.

New 59 architect Olivier Racoupeau says the catamaran is the 
epitome of Fountaine Pajot’s philosophies and goes well beyond any 
other equivalent model on the market in terms of optimising the 
interior and exterior space.

“The catamaran features a level access to the forward cockpit 
through a watertight door and a straightforward layout bathed in light, 
a new design that offers unparalleled comfort to its occupants”, Olivier 
said.

“This boat is just as suited to the charter industry with its six 
equally comfortable and equipped cabins as it is for private owners, 
who have a spacious suite at the stern, direct access to the cockpit, 
and crew living quarters.

“Furthermore, this new model’s performance, stability and weight 
ratios aim to be the best in our industry”, he said.

Thoughtful foredeck nook adds extra “destinations”

Lovely salon offers panoramic views from lounge and dining options Master suite is spacious and superbly practical

Bathroom blends seamlessly into master suite
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Nod said the changes over the last 25 years have been reasonably 
steady in keeping with progress in technology, but he thinks even 
more major advances might happen in the future.

“The next generation’s acceptance of change, and the recent 
acceleration in renewable and green energy options, will make for 
some exciting changes we haven’t even thought of yet”, he said. 

www.multihullsolutions.com.au

“The boats are very light and, combined with the efficient hulls, 
have outstanding seaworthiness and fuel economy”, he said.

The same is true of the sail range. The hull of the new Fountaine 
Pajot Elba 45 sailing catamaran, for example, creates 10 percent less 
drag than the previous model, due to a small chine in the aft section 
and a redesigned transom, which means better performance and more 
efficiency.

In the sail range the boats now all include full cockpit hardtops, 
which make a perfect base for a large solar panel installation to power 
the boat indefinitely at anchor.

“With the new technology in more efficient panels we are able to 
install 2000w of solar to a cruising catamaran”, Nod said.  

Increased storage for black waste and general waste also allows 
owners to spend prolonged periods in remote cruising grounds without 
having to dispose of rubbish or pollute the anchorages.

Nod says the design of the new catamarans and the options 
available today make it very easy for a client to equip their yacht to be 
a much more environmentally friendly vessel than in years past. He 
said this is something clients are actively seeking and legislation is 
increasingly demanding.

“Most of our clients are already running the best power solutions 
and are recycling as much as possible at home”, Nod said.

“They want to do the same onboard their new home on the water. 
Making sure their yacht will be eco-friendly has definitely become a 
major focus for buyers when deciding on their new multihull”.

Flybridge sunpads contrast with shaded lounge areas forward

Solar panels are part 
of Fountaine Pajot’s 
multi-aspect approach to 
genuine eco sailing

I L IAD 50   |   I L IAD 60  |   I L IAD 70  |   I L IAD 90

M O R E  C H O I C E . 

M O R E  R A N G E . 

M O R E  F R E E D O M .

WWW.ILIADCATAMARANS.COM.AU
All Enquiries: Mark Elkington    |     +61 (0) 401 045 228     |      mark@iliadcatamarans.com.au 
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ILIAD catamarans has made a stunning impression on Asia-
Pacific’s yachting scene with nine of the long-range performance 

power catamarans sold since the brand’s 2019 launch.

ILIAD CATAMARANS
STRONG 

PERFORMANCE

The ILIAD 50 was first of the range to be launched, and was 
unveiled at the 2019 Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show, 
with the inaugural model selling to a keen couple just minutes 
before its official christening.

Four more ILIAD 50s have since been sold plus two ILIAD 70s 
following the larger model’s launch at last year’s Sydney International 
Boat Show. The upcoming ILIAD 60, due for release in late 2020, has 
already had two orders placed.

ILIAD catamarans CEO Mark Elkington said the brand’s first year 
results have been an amazing testament to the years of research and 
development invested in the range by its internationally accredited 
team of designers and naval architects.

“While we wanted to first and foremost create a range that allowed 
buyers to design a power boat that suited their unique needs without 
the exorbitant cost, we also have employed the finest minds in naval 
architecture to ensure each boat delivers outstanding passage-making 
performance”, Mark said.

“We set out to develop true long-range power catamarans that 
make no compromises, and each cat has been designed with an 
emphasis on safety, strength, stability and economy”, he said.

The catamarans are particularly unique in that clients are able 
to customise many aspects of their chosen model to reflect their 
individual style and needs but without the epic cost involved in 
changing aspects of most production and semi-production power 
catamarans.

Clients are free to choose their own preferred layout, interior 
finishes, electronics package, fabrics, engine options and more, at an 
extremely cost-efficient rate.

All of the ILIAD catamarans are also sheer achievements in power 
cat design, delivering safe and comfortable offshore performance with 

some of the longest-range capabilities in their market segment (2500 
nm-6000 nm), he said.

The ILIAD catamarans brand results from a successful 
collaboration of Riccardo Bulgarelli, Global Marine and Xinlong 
shipyard, with all entities bringing a wealth of expertise to the project.

The range is produced at Zhanjiang at YuanHe Xinlong shipyard, 
one of the few established shipyards in China that constructs premium 
quality explorer-type boats for the world market and uses only the 
highest quality of internationally imported materials.

Its impressive facility near Hainan overlooks the famous Zhanjiang 
Bay Bridge with waterfront launching access and boasts an expansive 
team of internationally trained staff who have already made waves in 
the industry with the construction of Bering’s luxurious 65, 77 and 80-
foot motor yachts.

The mastermind behind the design of the ILIAD range is renowned 
naval architect Riccardo Bulgarelli who worked in Italy for many years 
for some of the world’s leading shipyards before establishing his own 
design office in China.

Bulgarelli has designed and project-managed the build of many 
exclusive custom vessels as large as 112 ft for successful export to 
the world market. Global Marine is currently developing a strategic 
international dealer network for the brand.

Recently appointed Asia-Pacific dealer Multihull Solutions 
purchased the initial prototype based on the ILIAD philosophy and 
design. Multihull Solutions has a strong reputation in the Asia-Pacific 
region, and wanted to be confident it was the right product to add to 
their range.

The prototype was extensively tested with sea trials and ocean 
passages  across the South China Sea, meeting head on with 
conditions that would challenge any ocean-going craft.

ILIAD 50 salon offers owners and guests perfect vistas when under way

ILIAD 50
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Multihull Solutions general manager Andrew De Bruin said the 
Christmas typhoons that hit Vietnam were a real test for the boat.

“The crew got caught for 24 hours in up to seven-metre seas 
with winds of 70-80 knots before they made shelter. However, they 
felt very safe and comfortable on this boat, even in the most intense 
conditions”, Andrew said.

After clocking 1000 engine hours and almost 10,000nm, the data 
from this prototype project was analysed by all stakeholders, including 
the design team, and implemented across the ILIAD range to ensure 
the market would receive a boat that was up to the planned demanding 
standards.

“This project, while costly, was worth every dollar and hour 
invested. We wanted to get this right, not sell the first boat to a client 
and see them go through the typical ‘first-boat debugging’ challenges”, 
Andrew said.

“Multihull Solutions has handled dozens of new model releases 
over the past 12 years, and we wanted to ensure we approached this 
project differently and learnt everything possible to fully understand 
the systems, make recommendations, and minimise compromises that 
are evident in all boats, then give feedback to the builders and design 
team”, he said.

Many engine options are available, and ILIAD catamarans all 
come with standard inclusions, including dual-control electronics 
as well as systems for fuel transfer and blackwater and power 
management.

Each model also features flybridge hard tops, resin-infused hulls in 
full vinylester resin, Tecma fresh-water flush electric toilets, bathroom 
extractor fans and an ocean of other premium-quality fixtures as 
standard inclusions.

ILIAD catamarans are built to CE (Cat A) as standard, however all 
models can be built to any specified international survey classification 
and include a five-year internationally supported structural warranty 
for commercial operation and maximum peace of mind.

ILIAD has designed each model to evoke the comfort and style 

of luxury apartments with unsurpassed space in all their living areas. 
Conceptualised with long-term cruisers in mind, the catamarans are 
extremely functional with excellent flow across the various zones.

The standard forward lounge in each model provides amazing 
360-degree views, and, unlike many other modern power cats, ILIAD 
has introduced an option for a spacious master suite in the main deck 
to optimise the use of space and create a naturally light, airy and 
idyllic retreat for those cruisers who want to live on one level.

Beautifully appointed gourmet galleys are standard across the 
ILIAD range, and storage facilities are in abundance for extended 
cruising. As with the rest of the boat, the galley can be completely 
customised to adapted layouts, or clients can add and remove any 
fixtures or styles they desire.

The flybridges can be left entirely open, or can be fully enclosed 
with ducted air conditioning, or owners can elect to have the best of 
both worlds with high-quality clears that can be opened and closed as 
the elements demand. Sedan options are also available if a flybridge is 
not a requirement or bridge height restrictions are a factor.

Wide, safe walkways are part of each design with hand rails 
at a comfortable height for complete security at sea, while clear, 
uncluttered decks and huge deck storage facilities make offshore 
passages practical, safe and carefree.

Just like the legendary Achaean ships of Homer’s epic, ILIAD’s 
catamarans are designed to face the most treacherous conditions with 
confidence, which is a heavily tested hallmark of the ILIAD range’s 
DNA. Ideal for extended passage-making cruises, each model affords 
impressive range and speed with competitive fuel efficiency.

The company’s standard recommended engines deliver a long-
range cruising speed of seven knots at a fuel burn between 1.2 and 
1.6 litres per nautical mile, with a range of up to 6,000 nautical miles 
(depending on the model).

Well-trimmed fore and aft at all speeds, the catamarans are able to 
explore farther than their competitors with the protective grounding skegs 
making them beachable in emergencies or for servicing in remote areas.

ILIAD 70 extends the already substantial range and volume of these long-distance cruisers
Custom options for salons and dining include this set-up shown at last year’s Sydney Boat Show

Master suite on the ILIAD 50 has all the comforts of home
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“ILIAD has balanced design around the best of both worlds, 
offering very impressive long-range fuel burn numbers of 1.2 - 1.6 
litres per nautical mile, depending on the model, with respectable 
top-end speeds of 20 - 22 knots; ideal passage-making speeds of 8 - 9 
knots with very comfortable fast cruise speeds of 16 - 18 knots.

“Our boats will not appeal to those buyers who just want speed, 
bling and gadgets. Simplicity and ease of operation is our ethic, and 
you will see this in all our boats.

“Systems have to be simple, logical and manageable with the 
resources you have on board. All clients are not engineers, mechanics 
and electricians, so minimising complex systems is part of ILIAD’s 
objective. Back-up systems and redundancy can be built into each 
ILIAD – that’s our power of choice”, Mark told Yacht Style. 

www.multihullsolutions.com.au

Mark Elkington says the ILIAD design is all about minimising 
the many compromises in both mono and multihull vessels for 
extended liveaboard cruising to more remote places to see unspoilt 
cruising grounds and locations that are just not accessible with most 
mainstream power boats.

“Firstly, we wanted to make a boat that was safe and as comfortable 
as can be for each model’s size, to offer more comfort for the crew”, 
Mark said.

“Multihulls were the natural choice for this project as they not only 
offer the stability without complex stabilising systems, but we have a 
separate engine room in each hull.

“In the event of water entering an engine room, having separate 
engine rooms offers real peace of mind. You are highly likely to always 
have one engine to get you to safety.

“Not many power boats offer such shallow drafts either, of 1.2 - 
1.35m (depending on the model) while offering such volume per metre 
of boat. Shallow draft allows safer anchoring as you can access the 
most interesting bays and inlets to see places you’d normally pass by.

“Further, you have the security of a keel-skeg to protect your 
running gear should a grounding occur, or more likely, if you touch the 
ocean floor while at anchor at low tide.

“While we are not promoting that our boats are designed to run 
aground, the design does offer owners peace of mind if they touch the 
ocean floor while at anchor or while navigating at low speeds into a 
difficult shallow waterway or an area of poorly charted water”, he said.

Standard fuel specification by model provided can be discussed 
with each buyer and increased if the specific choice of model requires 
more range at a particular speed. But Mark cautions that with 
multihull hull design, buyers cannot have it all.

“A top speed of 25+ knots does not necessarily give you fuel 
efficiency and longer range at lower speeds, just as impressive fuel 
burn figures of 7 knots that achieve just over one litre per nautical 
mile will not give you a high top-end speed”, he said.

An exciting custom idea is having the ILIAD 70 master suite facing forward on the central deck

Galley facilities on these vessels are really restaurant-quality
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Rafa Nadal is set to receive hull four of the spectacular 80 
Sunreef Power in his native Mallorca, as the Spanish tennis star 

joins the Polish builder’s growing family of cat owners.
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Rafa Nadal, winner of 19 
Grand Slam singles titles, with 
Francis Lapp, founder and 
CEO of Sunreef Yachts 



Having married his long-time girlfriend in Mallorca last 
October, Rafa Nadal has recently been preparing for another 
major event – the arrival in May of his new 80 Sunreef 
Power.

One of the world’s best-known sportsmen since winning his first 
Grand Slam as a teenager, Nadal has lived his whole life in Mallorca. 
And as a native of the stunning Balearic Islands off the coast of 
mainland Spain, the tennis superstar has long enjoyed yachting as a 
calming retreat from his arduous training regime.

Yet when the Spaniard sought to trade up his MCY 76 and buy a 
larger boat, he signed up to buy hull four of Sunreef’s current flagship 
motor yacht long before the first unit had even launched.

Francis Lapp, founder and President of Sunreef, recalls: “In 2017, 
he visited our booth at the Cannes Yachting Festival and stayed one or 
two hours.

“In 2018, when we were showing the 80 sailing cat, he visited our 
stand for three days! We explained the 80 powercat would offer similar 
space with a little more beam, and we made the deal.”

In fact, Nadal – like us – only saw an 80 Sunreef Power for the first 
time when the model premiered at last year’s Cannes Yachting Festival.

NEW POWER RANGE
Aria, the first hull, was unveiled at Cannes one year after the 

Sunreef 80 sailing catamaran had her debut at the same show. 
The Sunreef 80 is the biggest model in the builder’s new range of 

sailing catamarans, which also prompted a new range of powercats, 
according to Lapp.

“We received fantastic feedback from our sailing yacht clients, 
but we quickly witnessed new demand for motor yacht options,” says 
Lapp, who founded the company in Gdansk in 2002.

Although appearing a year after the 80ft sailing version, the 80 
Power is actually an evolution of two previous Sunreef powercats: the 
70 Power launched in 2008 and the 60 Power from 2012. 

The success of the models, which sold 17 units in total, prompted 
Lapp to think bigger still, an idea that was realised after the evolution 
of the new sailing range.

“We took all the knowledge of the 70 and 60 motor yachts, then 
applied it to the 80 Power and a new generation of motor yachts,” 
Lapp said.

Despite sharing a model name with the company’s flagship sailing 
catamaran, the 80 Power was designed from scratch, with a completely 
new hull. 

The hull is 23.95m (78ft 7in) in length, so 40cm shorter than its 
‘80’ sailing counterpart, yet it’s also 50cm wider, with a 12m beam 
that’s significantly wider than other powercats in its sector.

“We don’t just take the mast off a sailing cat and say, ‘There’s a 
powercat’. The hulls are completely different,” Lapp emphasises.

“We work on a motor yacht hull from scratch. The sailing yacht 
has a more banana-shaped hull, whereas the motor yacht has a flatter 
structure. Hull shapes are very important to us.”

LEADER OF THE PACK
As seen on Aria, the 80 Power’s hull has a bold, contemporary style 

and high bulwarks.
Aria is fitted with teak decks, while the interiors and décor were 

customised to the tastes of her owner, whose brief was for a Miami 
high-rise style décor that offered both comfort and privacy.  

A huge covered cockpit welcomes guests and has a wide sofa, 
a dining table and four aft-facing chairs. Doors open fully to an 
enormous saloon with large windows on all three sides.

Portside is a large L-shaped sofa, coffee table and chairs, while 
there’s a long dining table to starboard, with seating provided by a 
large sofa on the far side and a row of chairs. Forward is a bar and a 

The 80 Sunreef Power is 18cm longer and just 
over 1m wider than a doubles tennis court

Hull one of the 80 Sunreef Power premiered at the Cannes Yachting Festival last September before Sunreef launched hull two in Gdansk this March

The innovative jetski ‘garage’ sits under the aft cockpit sofa, which can be raised upwards and aft to allow access

The foredeck features an enormous row of full-length sunpads, while the flybridge has a similar arrangement aft; hull one features a jacuzzi, but hull two doesn’t
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helm station – so, three in total – while the centre of the flybridge has 
been left clear like a dancefloor, indicating that this could be a great 
party boat. 

In fact, both the flybridge and aft cockpit have been equipped with 
lavishly sophisticated home entertainment systems. 

However, the real party piece on Aria is the jetski garage, which 
sits under the aft cockpit sofa on the main deck. 

The entire sofa can be pivoted upwards and aft, allowing someone 
to sit on the jetski before the central platform descends directly into 
the water and off you jet! 

Behind the cockpit, an aft platform lifts up and down between the 
two stairways and can also be used to carry a tender or other water toys.

MULTIPLE CABIN LAYOUTS
There’s enormous flexibility in the cabin arrangement. Aria 

features an aft master cabin and a guest cabin in the starboard hull, 

helm station, which sit either side of a central door to the enormous 
foredeck. 

However, the saloon and pretty much all on-board spaces can be 
customised. The saloon, for example, can accommodate a large galley 
on either side or forward, while the forward area can even be used for 
a master suite, with a double bed facing the bow terrace. 

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
The foredeck is one of the show’s signature spaces, a vast area with 

an L-shaped sofa and a coffee table on either side, and an almost full-
beam row of sunpads in front.

On the upper deck, the immense flybridge can also be customised. 
On Aria, there’s another vast expanse of sunpads at the back, although 
the centrepiece of the aft area is a round spa pool surrounded by a 
great semi-circular bar with four fixed bar stools offering great views.

On each side further forward, there’s a corner sofa, coffee table and 

Length overall
23.95m (78ft 7in)
Maximum beam
12.0m (39ft 4in)
Draught max 1.25m (5ft 7in)
Engines 2 x 575hp
or 2 x 1,200hp
Fuel capacity
16,000 litres (4,225 US gallons)

Water capacity
1,600 litres
(423 US gallons)
Top speed* 24 knots
Cruising speed* 14 knots
Range* 3,000nm
Capacity 12 guests + 4 crew
Certification Category A
* With twin 1,200hp engines

DECKS & SPECS
while the port hull houses a VIP cabin forward, a crew cabin and 
galley aft. 

The crew quarters, along with the galley and crew mess, can 
only be accessed from the aft cockpit, allowing both crew and guests 
privacy. There’s also a small crew cabin in the starboard forepeak.

Multiple layout configurations are available for crew and guest 
cabins, and the immense volumes in the hulls of the 80 Sunreef Power 
give plenty of room to tailor a layout to very specific requirements.

Sunreef has a strong tradition of creating bespoke layouts and 
décor on its yachts, and that offer is enlarged on the 80 Power due to 
its enormous size. 

Nadal’s customisations, for example, include a private drop-down 
balcony in the master cabin. 

“When it comes to onboard customisation, the options are 
limitless,” Lapp says. “I am really happy when the client wants to 
change the layout and design because I don’t want to make two boats 
that look and feel the same

“In fact, I’m almost disappointed if a customer is happy with our 
default design layout and décor, although many are,” he adds with a 
chuckle.

The design of this 78-footer is a milestone for the company and 
another example of the growing appetite for large powercats, a niche 
sector until recent years.

Yet Sunreef is already working on a 100 Power, a 110 Power and a 
fully customised 49m (161ft) motor yacht, more than double the length 
of the 80.

For now, the 80 Power is Sunreef’s flagship motor yacht and has a 
new owner in Mallorca who’s set to draw further attention to the Polish 
builder’s pioneering powercats. 

www.sunreef-yachts.com

An adjustable sofa is a key feature in the enormous covered cockpit, which makes the most of the yacht’s beam of 12m (39ft), about half of its overall length

On hull one, the owner’s suite is situated in the centre of the starboard hull; aft is the en-suite bathroom, which features exceptional design and finish

Sunreef offers multiple possibles layouts for the main-deck interior, which on hull one features a lounge to port and a long dining table to starboard

The helm station on the main deck is complemented by two more on the flybridge
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PAN-ASIA    
APPEAL

Multiple owners in Asia have ordered the 
inviting Lagoon Sixty 7, which offers three 

to six cabins and joins the flagship Seventy 8 
in a new-look range of large motor yachts from 

the world’s biggest catamaran builder.
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I n late 2017, Lagoon made headlines by launching its Seventy 8, a power 
catamaran as large as a tennis court, measuring almost 24m in length 
with an 11m beam. 

More recently, the French builder has showcased its ‘little sister’, the 
Sixty 7, with the red-hulled beauty making its North American debut at this 
year’s Miami International Boat Show, having had its world premiere at the 
Cannes Yachting Festival last September.

Designed for long cruising and for maximum comfort for family and 
friends, the Sixty 7 will ultimately succeed the Lagoon 630 MY and shares a 
similar beam of 10m to the 2014 model. 

However, the newcomer offers huge gains in comfort, luxury, technology 

and deck area, the latter due to an overall length of 66ft 1in, just over 2ft 
longer than her predecessor, and a solid foredeck instead of trampolines. 
She’s also a lot taller.

New units of the Sixty 7 have already been ordered by clients in 
Malaysia and Taiwan, revealed Simpson Marine, Asia’s largest yacht 
dealership, which has sold over 400 Lagoon catamarans around the region 
since being appointed the brand’s dealer in 1987. The first two hulls into 
Asia are set to be based in Port Dickson and Kaohsiung respectively.

Lagoon is firmly established as the world’s largest builder of sailing and 
power catamarans, delivering over 5,000 units since 1984. Part of Groupe 
Beneteau, it builds across three sites in France, with the Sixty 7 and other 

50ft-plus models created at the Lagoon headquarters in Bordeaux, a site it 
used to share with CNB before production of the high-end sailing monohulls 
was recently shifted to the Group’s Monfalcone facility in Italy.

For the Sixty 7, Lagoon retained its tried-and-tested design team of 
French studio VPLP Design (Marc Van Peteghem and Vincent Lauriot-
Prevost) for naval architecture, compatriot Patrick Le Quement for the 
exterior and Italy’s Nauta Design for the interior. 

The same line-up worked on the Seventy 8, Seventy 7 sailing cat and 
many other models within the current range, so familiar traits include 
elegant, modern lines, a superstructure smoothly integrated in the hulls and 
bevelled bows.

MEGA MAIN DECK 
When boarding the catamaran, the space and deck area of the cockpit 

makes an immediate impression. The wide aft sofa is adjustable, so two 
sections can face either aft or forward, while forward is a large table, fixed 
L-shaped sofa and space for loose chairs.

Like on the Seventy 8, the Sixty 7 features a wide hydraulic swim 
platform – operated by a remote control – that connects the two transoms to 

form a single level above the water for relaxation and recreation with water 
toys such as paddleboards or Seabobs, while also enabling easy launching of 
a tender.

Other cockpit features include an outdoor galley that’s equipped with a 
refrigerator, sink, icemaker and waste-bin, while options include a grill and 
secondary coolbox for drinks.

Wide side decks and high side rails provide a comfortable and safe 
access to the foredeck, which offers one of the yacht’s largest social zones 
and can also be reached through a central door in the front of the saloon.

The Sixty 7 – again, like the Seventy 8 – has a solid foredeck that 
features two separate social areas, comprising the sunken lounge in front of 
the saloon door and the vast raised deck, where sunloungers and other loose 
furniture can be placed.

The flybridge, another large social area, is accessed by portside cockpit 
stairs, which can be covered by an electrically controlled sliding panel to 
protect the companionway and cockpit in the case of rain. 

The flybridge is offered in three layout versions – Standard, Sun Bathing 
or Tribu. Features included as ‘standard’ are a central helm station with 
a bench seat that’s connected to an aft-facing lounger to starboard and 

Like the Seventy 8, the Sixty 7 has a solid foredeck, which greatly increases the amount of useable living space on the motor yacht

A wide hydraulic swim platform links the two transoms and creates a long beach club, which is overlooked by an adjustable aft sofa in the cockpit The Sixty 7 features a large covered cockpit that connects to well protected, wide side decks and the attractive flybridge

The forward saloon door (left) visually connects the yacht from bow to stern; the Tribu version of the flybridge (right) features the Italian brand’s outdoor furniture 
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accompanied to port by a forward-facing sofa, which sits in front of a galley 
with grill, refrigerator, sink, icemaker and bin.

The Sun Bathing version includes all the standard features and also has 
a long table to starboard beside a long sofa, which is connected to a huge, 
freeform sunbathing lounger aft, both seating areas providing extra storage 
space. 

The Tribu version – as seen in the photographs – features loose furniture 
from the Italian outdoor furniture manufacturer, including a central sofa, 
chair and coffee table, and a long dining table aft. The cockpit can be 
completely covered by the hardtop, while a sliding sunroof is a pleasing 
option in the right weather. 

SALOON AND CABIN OPTIONS
The Sixty 7 is available in two versions – galley up or galley down. 

Either way, the saloon offers 36sqm (385sqft) of space, a lot of light and 
360-degree views. The galley-up version features the kitchen to port and 
a central island counter, while starboard is a sofa-and-table arrangement 
similar to that found in the cockpit.

In the galley-down version, the saloon features a long sofa, dining table 
and chairs to port, and a similar starboard sofa as in the galley-up version 

but with a low coffee table.
A good quality of finish is found throughout, with solid joinery on doors, 

drawers and the like, but just as eye-catching is the forward door – beside 
the helm station – which, when open, connects the whole main deck both by 
views and breezes.

Massimo Gino of Nauta Design says: “The interior of the Sixty 7 is the 
latest step in an evolution defined by open and uninterrupted spaces that join 
the interior and exterior seamlessly and open up the views all around you.”

Both the galley-down and galley-up versions are offered with multiple 
layouts for accommodation, with cabins served by four sets of stairs – on 
both sides at the front of the saloon, starboard side by the saloon entrance 
and forward of the cockpit stairway.

The latter stairs are used by crew in the galley-down version, where the 
cooking and crew mess is situated in the aft port hull, with a table and two 
bench seats for crew meals. This layout is offered with either three, four or 
five cabins, including forward doubles in each hull. 

On port side, midships – forward of the galley – is the option of a guest 
double or crew bunks, the latter having access to the galley. In the aft part 
of the starboard hull, there’s either a long master suite, or a midships double 
and an aft twin cabin with sliding beds.

These cabin options are also available in the galley-up version, along 
with a double in the aft port hull, meaning the yacht can offer up to six guest 
rooms of similar quality, all with en-suite bathrooms, so ideal for charter.

If there isn’t a demand for so many rooms, the large owner’s suite to 
starboard is an appealing option and has access from both the saloon and 
directly from the cockpit. 

It offers excellent views, as the king-size bed has been situated at an 
ideal height for the window, and also features elegant bedside cabinets and 
storage space. There’s a separate library area containing a sofa and dressing 
table, while further aft is the large en-suite bathroom, plus steps up to the 
cockpit.

Lagoon worked hard on the atmosphere and ambiance of the cabins 
through a partnership with Sunbrella, offering a range of fabrics, as well as 
three décor options – Nomad, Pure or Fusion.

The standard engines are twin 340hp Volvo D6 diesels, giving a top 
speed of 14 knots and a cruising speed of 11, although the Sixty 7 is capable 
of 19 knots with the optional 440hp Yanmars, which provide a cruising 
speed of 14 knots.

However, range is arguably the yacht’s most appealing spec. With the 
standard Volvo engines and four 1,375-litre fuel tanks, the yacht can cruise 
at seven knots for 2,700nm – more than enough for a trip from Port Dickson 
to Kaohsiung, for example. 

www.cata-lagoon.com
www.simpsonmarine.com

In the galley-down version, as chosen by Simpson Marine clients in Malaysia and Taiwan, the dining area is portside and the lounge is to starboard 

Forward view of the saloon (left); in the galley-down version, the large galley (right) is in the aft port hull and features a dining area for crew The Sixty 7 has the option of a master suite in the starboard hull, which includes a ‘library’ and en-suite bathroom aft (also top), plus cockpit access

Length overall 20.15m  
(66ft 1in)
Hull Length 20.15m (66ft 1in)
Length waterline 20.0m  
(65ft 7in)
Beam 10.0m (32ft 10in)
Draft 1.15m (3ft 9in)
Mast clearance 8.2m (26ft 11in)
Light displacement (EEC)  
51 tonnes
Engine options 2 x Volvo D6 
340hp; 2 x Yanmar 6LY 440hp
Transmission Shaftline

Maximum speed* 14/19 knots
Cruising speed* 11/14 knots
Range 2,700nm at 7 knots
Fuel capacity 5,500 litres 
(1,452 US gallons)
Fresh water capacity  
1,000 litres (264 US gallons)
Black water capacity  
500 litres (132 US gallons)
Grey water capacity  
500 litres (132 US gallons)
EC Certification A: 14, B: 18, 
C: 24, D: 40

DECKS & SPECS

* Depending on engine options
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Successor to the most popular powercat 
of all time, the Leopard 53 PC has over 
30 per cent more volume than the best-
selling 51 PC yet achieves remarkable 

performance on the same Yanmar 
engines. And despite the new model 

only debuting at Miami in February, 
there’s already a highly specced unit 

available in Southeast Asia.

LEOPARD
53 PC 
POWERS
INTO ASIA

REVIEW Leopard 53 Powercat
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Considering the Leopard 53 PC only made its world debut 
in Miami in February, Asia’s importance to the brand is 
illustrated by the fact a highly-specced, three-cabin owner’s 
version was delivered to Raffles Marina on Singapore’s west 

coast by March. 
It’s especially notable considering the model will only be offered 

by sister company The Moorings as a charter yacht from June, starting 
in the Caribbean. The Moorings version is known as the 534PC (53ft, 
four cabins), but is basically the same model as Leopard’s 53 PC, 
which is for sale with either three or four cabins.

South Africa’s Robertson & Caine has been building catamarans 
for The Moorings charter company since the late 1990s before 
also producing personalised, Leopard-branded versions for private 
ownership.

As Leopard celebrates its 20th anniversary this year, the 53 PC 
joins the 43 PC and four sailing models in the current range, and kick-
starts what the brand describes as its fourth generation of catamarans. 

Kit Chotithamaporn, Leopard’s Yacht Sales Manager – Asia, 
believes the 53 PC is a worthy successor to the 51 PC, which the 
company describes as the most successful powercat of all time, with 
137 units sold since 2013, including a dozen to Asia.

“The Leopard 51 PC was a well-designed, high-performance 
powercat that has been successful in Asia,” said the Phuket-based 
Thai. “The new 53 PC has improved space, luxuries and amenities, so 
should have the same popularity with potential buyers.”

The Simonis Voogd naval architecture and yacht design studio – 
which has offices in Cape Town and also the Netherlands – was told 
that the new model was “to be bigger, better and faster, but use the 
same engines” as the iconic 51 PC. It was a tall order.

The good news? Whereas the 51 PC was required to offer the same 
interior options offered on the Leopard 48 sailing catamaran, this time 
the designers started with a clean slate, with no requirement to tie in 
the interiors with any existing models.

NEW DECK LAYOUT
Visiting the Leopard 53 PC at Raffles Marina, the new design is 

evident from the electric swim platform, which holds a dinghy, and the 
walk-around cockpit, which in contrast to the 51 PC, makes the most 
of the 25ft beam to create a large socialising zone. 

Both sides are clear as they feature 6ft-long, 4ft-wide deck hatches 
for access to the large engine rooms, which have good space for two or 
even three people to work.

The creative fitted furniture features an aft-facing chaise longue 
with an L-shaped backrest that’s almost mirrored by a large two-sided 
corner sofa, which sits around an interestingly shaped table – imagine 
a square with one corner cut off diagonally. 

The two central doors slide behind the outer ones to enable entry 
to the huge saloon, which starts with an impressive walk-through 
kitchen.

To starboard is a large C-shaped Staron worktop, four-hob Miele 
cooker, stacks of drawers and cupboards, a microwave at head height 
and a useful two-level rack in the corner for bottles, sauces and herbs. 

Behind the cooker is an extra sliding-top freezer.
However, it’s the enormous two-door Samsung fridge-freezer to 

port – with ice-maker and water dispenser in the left-hand door – 
that really gives the galley a ‘home kitchen’ feel. Beside it is a sink, 
storage/drying racks, bin and dishwasher.

Step forward and you get a better feel of the fantastic windows all 
around the saloon, with the see-through foredeck door increasing the 
feeling of space and connectivity to the outside. And the headroom 
throughout the main deck is really impressive. Overall, it’s a much 
more modern, roomy interior compared to previous Leopard powercats.

The open-plan lounge features a long, L-shaped sofa to port and 
a folding dining table. Across to starboard is a two-seat sofa, behind 
which is a hidden TV that can be electronically raised and lowered, 
plus built-in phone chargers.

For the first time on a Leopard powercat, there’s an interior helm 
station, where an interactive touchscreen screen controls and monitors 
of all the onboard systems including lighting, air-conditioning, fuel 
tanks, water tanks and much more.

The Leopard 53 PC reaches 25 knots with twin 370hp Yanmar engines

The cockpit features a lounger, corner sofa, table and chairs, while the flybridge has aft sunpads, a lounge and forward sofa

The enormous fridge is on your left as you enter the interior; the foredeck door is straight ahead, connecting the length of the yacht

As such, Simonis Voogd rebooted the entire design, lengthening 
and refining the hull, and creating an enlarged superstructure, offering 
Leopard more flexibility to design an improved layout. The result? A 
total of 218.5 cubic metres of space, a dramatic 31.1 per cent increase 
in volume from the 51 PC.

Designer Alex Simonis says the design shift on the brand’s 
new flagship powercat ‘is more radical than others that are merely 
evolutionary’, a sentiment echoed by Franck Bauguil, Vice President 
of Yacht Sales & Product Development, who describes the 53 PC as 
‘an evolutionary change in the Leopard powercat range’.

The starboard side of the large two-sided galley (right); the 53 PC is the first Leopard powercat with an interior helm (right)
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both versions, the port hallway features a washer/dryer, next to the 
instrument panel.

“Compared to the 51, the 53 PC has more space in the hulls, so 
guests in each cabin have the feeling they’re in the owner’s suite – 
until they tour the owner’s suite,” Kit smiles.

POWER AND PERFORMANCE
While we’re here, it’s worth noting that one of the key design changes 

from the 51 PC – and why the 53 PC is 2ft longer – was the relocation of 
the Yanmar engines from under the aft beds to separate compartments 
further aft, so reducing noise and vibration in the guest areas.

Simonis Voogd also refined the bow section of the hull to reduce 
spray, developing a more efficient stern section to better carry the aft-
positioned engines. It was all part of the designers’ challenge to create 
a bigger, better and faster boat than the 51 PC, while using the same 
engines.

After all, the 51 PC had a good thing going with the 8LV range 
from Yanmar, which worked with the purpose-designed hulls and a 
flow-optimised tunnel design around the drive train to produce a top 
speed over 24 knots and a cruising speed of 17.

The 53 PC is listed as having a top speed of 24-25 knots and a cruising 

speed of 17.5 and it compared well to its predecessor in early tests. 
In ‘light ship’ sea trials, a fully specced 53 PC weighing 22.5 

tonnes was faster than a basic-model 51 PC (19.4 tonnes) through 
most of the rpm range except at full power, where it was marginally 
slower – despite being over three tonnes heavier. Results were similar 
in ‘half load’ trials, where a full-spec 53 PC (25 tonnes) matched or 
bettered a basic 51 PC (21.5 tonnes) aside from at top speed.

Simonis says these remarkable results are due to the 53 PC having 
a far more streamlined superstructure than the 51 PC, which had a 
sunken foredeck cockpit shaded by a flybridge overhang.

“The explanation that these numbers could be achieved with the 
same engines is that we managed to reduce the drag and windage 
sufficiently to make up for the difference in weight. The window 
sections have lower drag due to their aft sloping side, while the 51 PC 
had the extending eyebrows above the forward cockpit,” Simonis said. 

“Another nice aspect of the efficiency gain is that the speeds have 
improved in the engines’ mid-range rpm (2,500-3,500), the cruising 
speed range it will operate in most of the time.”

Furthermore, with 2,200 litres of fuel, the 53 PC has an impressive 
range of 1,300nm with two engines and 2,000nm with one, the latter 
often used when Leopards are delivered ‘on their own bottom’ from 

“The indoor helm station and amplified interior space, especially 
in the saloon and galley, are examples of the motoryacht-type features 
this has compared to previous Leopards,” Kit says. “And this unit is 
very highly specced, with all the luxuries an owner in Asia may need.”

The first hull in Asia has a bow thruster, a huge help while 
manoeuvring in marinas, while other options include carpeting, air-
conditioned crew quarters and separate head, inverter, solar panels, 
underwater lights, dishwasher, barbecue, icemaker, additional freezer, 
electric lifting platform, composite teak decking and more.

Typical of Leopard, the standard layout includes the forward saloon 
door, which leads to a foredeck featuring two adjustable sunbathing 
mattresses either side of the central steps, while the corner tables fitted 
to the handrails are a nice touch. As per the options, there’s a crew berth 
in the port forepeak, with head and shower in the starboard one.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS
The huge flybridge is billed as ‘the heart of the boat’ and it’s easy 

to see why. The starboard stairs – which can be covered by a see-
through hatch – bring you to the helm station, while the port side 
features three separate social areas, starting with a forward-facing sofa 
beside the helm.

The heart of the flybridge itself is a square dining table and large 

C-shaped sofa that faces a big wet bar with grill, fridge, freezer, sink, 
storage and bin, yet I had the feeling this area could prove a bit of a 
‘pinch point’ when people are cooking or watching the chef in action.

Most of the flybridge is covered by a solid hardtop, although sun 
worshippers can get their dose of vitamin D on the triple sunpad aft, 
beside which is enough space to roll out a couple of yoga mats. The 
enormous flybridge is a key reason why a local charter operator thinks 
the boat could carry over 35 people for a day cruise.

Meanwhile, the accommodation is accessed by stairs on each side 
forward of the galley, with both hulls benefiting from long and large 
windows, plus several portholes. The model in Singapore is the three-
cabin owner’s version, which has the master suite occupying much of 
the starboard wing.

The bed is aft and looks forward to a cupboard and sofa on the 
left, with a vanity desk and drawers below the window and a double 
wardrobe. Further forward is a dressing room/bathroom with more 
drawers, his-and her-sinks, large wall cabinets and a big walk-in 
shower.

Guest rooms in the port hull comprise an aft cabin with forward-
facing bed and a forward one with a window-facing bed, and both 
are also very comfortable and elegantly designed, with en-suites. 
The four-cabin version has the same cabin layout in both hulls. On 

The well-lit saloon features quality joinery and carpeting, the latter one of many options on the first hull in Asia, such as a foldable dining table instead of a coffee table

The master suite (left) features a vanity table, sofa, enormous storage and an elegant en-suite bathroom (right)

The forward (left) and aft (right) guest cabins in the port hull, which has a washer/dryer in the hallway The master suite features a forward-facing bed towards the aft end of the starboard hull, separated from the engine compartment
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Length overall 16.19m (53ft 1in)
Length waterline
15.4m (50ft 6in)
Maximum beam 7.67m (25ft 2in)
Draft (half load) 0.97m (3ft 2in)
Bridgedeck clearance (half 
load) 0.83m (2ft 9in)
Height above waterline
5.68m (18ft 8in)
Displacement (light ship)
18.6 tonnes
Load carrying capacity
6.1 tonnes
Fuel capacity 2,200 litres
(581 US gallons)

Fresh water capacity
700 litres (185 US gallons)
Holding tank capacity
160 litres (42 US gallons)
Engines 2 x Yanmar 8LV370
Maximum speed (light ship) 
25 knots
Cruising speed (light ship)
17 knots
Maximum range (full load) 
1,300nm with
two engines at 7.9 knots; 
1,995nm with
one engine at 6.8 knots

DECKS & SPECS

The electric swim platform can be lowered below
water level, while the swim ladder is on port side South Africa to their owner’s home port.

Leopard has been renowned for its fuel efficiency since launching 
its first powercat, the 47 PC (precursor of the 51), and describes the 
53 PC as up to 50 per cent more fuel efficient than monohull motor 
yacht counterparts.

Kit explains: “Even at 24 knots, the hull doesn’t plane, giving her 
very good handling and a flat running angle with minimal bow rise. 
But the 53 PC isn’t just a fast cruising powercat. Because of the full 
displacement hull design and low fuel consumption, she’s also a very 
capable long-distance passage maker at lower speeds.”

Although Leopard produces roughly three times as many sailing 
cats as motor yachts, Kit confirms powercats are more popular in Asia 
and expects the 53 PC to continue the brand’s success in the region.

Says Kit: “Owners could be existing powercat owners looking to 
upgrade, sailing cat owners looking to switch, as well as monohull 
owners looking for that extra space and efficiency.” 

www.leopardcatamarans.com
www.moorings.com
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